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ANNOUNCEMENTS AND REVISIONS TO THE STANDARDS OF ACCREDITATION 
 
Announcements: 

 Call for Nominations – ACCSC Commissioners 

 Bylaws Revision Election Results 
 

Revisions: 

The Commission has republished the Standards of Accreditation which is now dated July 1, 2014 and 
replaces the April 15, 2012 version. The July 1, 2014 Standards of Accreditation includes promulgated 
changes and interpretive guidance from the June 29, 2012; October 25, 2012; March 1, 2013; July 1, 
2013; and March 18, 2014 Accreditation Alerts. 

The July 1, 2014 Standards of Accreditation also include additional guidance or revisions in the following 
areas: 

 Rules of Process and Procedure, Standards of Accreditation: 

 September 27, 2013 Call for Comment 

 Distance Education Facility 

 Commission Actions 

 Substantive Change Rules 

 Substantive Standards, Standards of Accreditation: 

 September 27, 2013 Call for Comment 

 Distance Education Facility 

 Student Achievement Rates – Appendix VI 

 Section IV (C)((3) – Disclosures (from the March 18, 2014 Accreditation Alert) 

 Guidelines for Employment Classification – Appendix VII 

 Faculty Grandfathering – Formerly Appendix IV 

 Instructions for Arbitration 

 
All revisions are effective July 1, 2014 unless otherwise stated in this Alert. For additional information 
related to this Accreditation Alert, please contact Michale S. McComis, Ed.D., Executive Director, at 
703.247.4520 or mccomis@accsc.org. 

mailto:mccomis@accsc.org
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Call for ACCSC Commissioners 
 

ACCSC is calling for nominations from individuals interested in serving as an ACCSC Commissioner. 
ACCSC has the following vacancies available effective July 1, 2015: 

School Commissioner-Elected – One-Year Term to Fill Vacancy (July 1, 2015-June 30, 2016) 

School Commissioner-Elected – Four-Year Term (July 1, 2015-June 30, 2019) 

School Commissioner-Elected – Four-Year Term (July 1, 2015-June 30, 2019) 

Public Commissioner-Appointed – Four-Year Term (July 1, 2015-June 30, 2019) 
 
If you are interested in serving as an ACCSC Commissioner, please contact Michale S. McComis, ED.D., 
Executive Director, for information about this extremely important function and to obtain a copy of the 
Commissioner Nomination Form  

 
Proposed Bylaws Amendment 

 
On May 23, 2014 the Commission put forth a proposed amendment to Section 4.06 of the Accreditation 
Alliance of Career Schools and Colleges Bylaws. The proposal was to include a provision to limit the 
Commission’s liability when conducting its work for the ACCSC membership. The proposal did not 
receive a 2/3 vote in favor of the amendment and thus the language will not be added to the Bylaws. 
 

 
Revisions to the Standards of Accreditation 

September 27, 2013 Call for Comment 
 

The following sections have been revised in conjunction with the September 27, 2013 Call for Comment. 
 

Preamble and Rules of Process and Procedure 
 
As set forth in the September 27, 2013 Call for Comment, generally, the Commission has made 
modifications throughout the Rules of Process and Procedure that provide additional definitions and 
clarifying language for the Commission’s already established practices. Due to the number of revisions, 
many of which are minor and non-substantive, please reference the September 27, 2013 Call for 
Comment (available on the Commission’s website) to see where the Commission has made changes. 
Significant revisions include: 

• Section II (A)(1)(h), Section VII (B)(5), & Section X (E)(2-3), Rules of Process and Procedure – The 
Commission added wholly new language to conform with the Commission’s current practices 
regarding program approval, a school’s term of accreditation, and information sharing with 
government entities and other accrediting agencies.  

• Section VII (G)(1), Rules of Process and Procedure – The Commission may now consider up to a 
five-year grant of initial accreditation for a school which is accredited by another accrediting agency 
and in good standing at the time of Initial Application.  
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Section II (A)(1&3), Substantive Standards, Standards of Accreditation 
Section II (A)(5), Substantive Standards, Standards of Accreditation 

 
The Commission has revised the Program Design and Development; Program Evaluation; and the 
Program Advisory Committee standards. Essentially, the Commission removed the requirement that 
Program Advisory Committees for degree programs have a representative qualified to review the general 
education component of the program and moved the expectation for this level of review to the program 
design, development, and evaluation standards.  

 
Section II (A)(6), Substantive Standards, Standards of Accreditation 

 
The Commission has revised the language to broaden the range of acceptable credentials for individuals 
coordinating learning resource systems in schools that offer a baccalaureate degree or higher. 

 
Section II (A)(8), Substantive Standards, Standards of Accreditation 

 
The Commission has added language to remove the 25% curriculum delimiter for schools offering a 
program in accordance with an approved teach-out plan or agreement. 
 

Section II (A)(10), Substantive Standards, Standards of Accreditation 
 

The Commission has revised the language to clarify that a school may accept credit for a post-secondary 
course as opposed to a course offered at a post-secondary institution. This allows for ACCSC-accredited 
institutions to accept postsecondary-level courses regardless of the level of institution where the student 
took the course (e.g. advancement placement courses). The Commission also added language to remove 
the 25% curriculum delimiter for schools offering a program in accordance with an approved teach-out 
plan or agreement. 
 

Section II (B), Substantive Standards, Standards of Accreditation 
 

The Commission has included the word “academic” in all references to general education courses 
throughout the degree program standards as a means to make clear these courses differ from applied, 
technical, and occupationally related courses. 

 
Section II (B)(2)(d)(i) & Section II (B)(3)(c), Substantive Standards, Standards of Accreditation 

 
The Commission has revised the language to clarify that general education coursework must include 
courses in written communication, oral communication, and quantitative principles. Schools will have 
until July 1, 2016 to come into compliance with this requirement. 
 

Section III (B)(6), Substantive Standards, Standards of Accreditation 
 

The Call for Comment proposed removing the practical work experience option from Section III (B)(6) 
and requiring faculty teaching applied general education courses in an occupational degree program to 
possess minimally a baccalaureate degree in all cases. The Commission reviewed the responses to the 
Call for Comment and determined that commenters made a strong case to retain a practical work 
experience option, although not at a minimum of three years. Therefore, the Commission has revised the 
language to require that faculty teaching applied general education courses in an occupational associate 
degree program must have either a baccalaureate degree with appropriate coursework and preparation in 
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the subject area(s) taught or eight years related practical work experience and college level coursework in 
the subject area(s) taught.  
 
In revising the standard, the Commission has not established a grandfather provision for current faculty 
who met the previous three-year practical work experience allowance. However, the Commission will 
review expeditiously and fairly any waiver request submitted by a school for a faculty member who met 
the previous qualification of three years related practical work experience but does not meet the new 
requirement of eight years related practical work experience. In order to have a waiver approved, the 
school must show a) that the new requirement presents an undue hardship; b) the intent of the standard 
will otherwise be met through granting the waiver; or c) special extenuating circumstances exist.  

 
Appendix VII – Guidelines for Employment Classification, Standards of Accreditation 

 
The Commission has revised the language in the Guidelines for Employment Classification to explain 
what a verifiable record should include. The revised language also simplifies documentation for self-
employed graduates and allows for a written statement with contact information from the self-employed 
graduate attesting that:  

• The self-employment is aligned with the individual’s employment goals, is vocational, and is 
based on and related to the education and training received;  

• The graduate is earning training-related income; and  

• In cases where licensure is required for employment, that the graduate has achieved such 
licensure. 

 
Revisions to the Standards of Accreditation 
Section VII, Rules of Process and Procedure 

 
As described in the May 29, 2014 Call for Comment, the Commission has examined the definitions and 
terms relied upon by the Commission in reaching decisions on a school’s accredited status, taking into 
account recent developments regarding transparency and public notice of accreditation actions. Related to 
ACCSC’s own internal assessment, on April 9, 2014, the Council of Regional Accrediting Commissions 
(C-RAC), which represents all of the regional accrediting commissions recognized by the United States 
Department of Education, announced the adoption of a common framework and understanding of terms 
for key actions regarding accredited institutions. As part of its rationale for adopting this common 
framework, C-RAC referenced: 

• More institutions are operating on a national scale and current terms have, at times, resulted in 
confusion among students and the general public in cases when actions have been taken and 

• C-RAC’s effort demonstrates how the higher education community is able to come together to 
address issues rather than relying on a legislative or regulatory solution. 

 
ACCSC agrees with C-RAC’s rationale and has determined that participating in the common framework 
will aid in the effort to bring greater clarity across the range of actions taken by accreditors. Participation 
in the common framework will also present the Commission’s level of concern regarding a school’s 
compliance with accrediting standards in what the Commission believes to be a more understandable 
manner. Thus, the Commission has adopted the common framework language in Section VII, Rules of 
Process and Procedure, Standards of Accreditation and has made concordant global replacements 
throughout the Standards of Accreditation to align to these changes. Essentially, the changes are 
represented as follows: 
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• The term “show cause as to why accreditation should not be revoked” or “Show Cause Order” has 
been replaced with “Warning” except when referring to actions taken by other agencies and when 
referring to an ACCSC Probation action where the Commission may still direct a school to show 
cause as to why its accreditation should not be withdrawn as a part of that Probation Order. 

• The term “revocation” or “revoke” when referring to the loss of accreditation has been replaced with 
“withdrawal,” “withdrawn,” or “withdraw” except when referring to actions taken by other agencies. 

 
 

Revisions to the Standards of Accreditation 
Section IV (C) & (D), Rules of Process and Procedure 

 
The Commission has revised Section IV (C) & (D), Rules of Process and Procedure, Standards of 
Accreditation in order to more clearly demonstrate that ACCSC complies with federal regulations 
regarding the approval of substantive changes. In Section IV (C), the Commission has classified 
substantive changes into Level I changes and Level II changes. Level I changes are those substantive 
changes which the Commission has delegated approval at the ACCSC staff level. Level II changes are 
those substantive changes which the Commission approves as the decision-making body in accordance 
with applicable federal requirements. In Section IV (D), the Commission has clarified the review and 
approval process. 
 
 

Revisions to the Standards of Accreditation 
Distance Education Facility 

 
As described in the February 14, 2014 Call for Comment, in its review of distance education delivery 
models the Commission has noted several instances where, as online programs grow, schools have 
established significant operational responsibilities for the management, support, and educational delivery 
of the online programs to an external, non-proximate location. However, the Commission has determined 
that the fact that the program is delivered to students not physically “attending” the school does not 
abrogate the school’s responsibility for the distance education program’s operations, particularly the 
management of the program. 
 
The Commission also understands that a distance education program may be run from a centralized site 
for multiple affiliated schools (e.g., a corporate office). This model does not alter the fact that a school 
that has been granted approval to offer the distance education program retains the ultimate responsibility 
for the program regardless of whether there is physical presence of the operations on the school’s campus. 
Just as the Commission would not allow for a residential separate facility to offer programs 
geographically separated and without oversight responsibilities, neither can the Commission allow such 
an arrangement for the delivery of distance education. Thus, the Commission has created a “distance 
education facility” separate facility designation that applies in those instances where distance education 
operations are housed external to the institution that has approval – and by extension responsibility – for 
the delivery of distance education programs.  
 
A distance education facility is a separate facility housing the functions associated with the delivery of 
instruction via distance education and is considered to be an extension of a main school or branch campus 
that has distance education approved within the school’s scope of accreditation. This includes functions 
that require school oversight and management such as recruiting, admissions, financial aid, support 
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services and career services, and educational delivery and provided from a facility geographically 
separate from the school that has the locus of approval to offer the distance education program.  
 
The new distance education facility designation makes clear where responsibility for distance education 
rests while also giving schools the flexibility to determine how best to design, establish, and operate 
distance education delivery networks. The new distance education facility designation also affords the 
Commission with the necessary tools for the oversight of distance education operations. 
 
The distance education separate facility designation is referenced in the following sections: 

Rules of Process and Procedure: 

• Section IV (E)(5)(c) 
• Section IV (E)(6)(a)(v) 

Substantive Standards: 

• Section VIII (A)(3) 
• Section VIII (B)(1, 3, & 4) 
• Section VIII (C) 
• Section VIII (D) 
• Section IX (A)(3) 

 
Schools that have distance education approval and a separate facility that falls into the distance education 
facility designation have until December 31, 2014 to secure the necessary approval. The Application for a 
Distance Education Facility is available on the Commission’s website at www.accsc.org. 

 
 

Revision to the Standards of Accreditation 
Appendix VI Substantive Standards – Student Achievement Rates 

 
Based on data collected in the 2011-2013 Annual Reports submitted by ACCSC-accredited institutions, 
the Commission has calculated new Student Achievement Benchmark Rates. The Commission is pleased 
to report that the rates of graduation and employment have increased in several categories indicating that 
schools are consistently performing better in relation to the percentage of students graduated and the 
percentage of graduates employed. The new student achievement rates will be in effect for all Graduation 
and Employment Charts using a July 2014 Report Date and later. 
 
Graduation rate benchmarks appear to have increased due to a) better performance by schools in 
graduating students; b) calculating the graduation benchmarks using the total number of students 
available for graduation and not the total number of students started, which is a truer reflection of school 
performance; and c) a compression of program length categories for longer programs. The Commission 
understands that benchmark graduation rates have increased from 1% to 6% depending on the program 
length category. In the short term (e.g., Graduation and Employment Charts using a July 2014 Report 
Date), the Commission will take these increases into account when reviewing a school’s reported rates 
and will assess a school’s performance relative to the both the new benchmark as well as the previous 
benchmark. In the longer term, the Commission is working to refine protocols intended to give both 
schools and the Commission a framework for the review and assessment of student achievement rates and 
to provide a framework for assessing rates that are above benchmarks and above average as well as below 
benchmark rates. With regard to above benchmark and above average rates, the Commission is looking at 

http://www.accsc.org/
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additional ways to provide incentives for higher performance – the School of Distinction and School of 
Excellence awards are examples of the Commission’s current efforts in this regard. With regard to below 
benchmark rates, the Commission is looking at ways to frame the use of a) actions such as Heightened 
Monitoring, Reporting, and Warning as well as  b) actions such as program suspension or revocation or a 
cease enrollment directive (e.g., the number of times a school reports below benchmark rates before such 
an action is taken). 
    

Revision to the Standards of Accreditation 
Section IV (C)(3), Substantive Standards – Disclosures 

From the March 18, 2014 Accreditation Alert 
 
The March 18, 2014 Accreditation Alert informed schools that as of July 1, 2014, ACCSC would require 
schools to disclose both the graduation rates and employment rates, by program, for all programs offered 
at the school as reported to ACCSC. Generally, this means the data most recently reported to the 
Commission in the ACCSC Annual Report. A school, however, should update its disclosure of the 
graduation and employment rates if a subsequent submission of those rates has been made to the 
Commission (e.g., a school on Outcomes Reporting submits an interim report using a December Report 
Date).   
 
SECTION IV – STUDENT RECRUITMENT, ADVERTISING, AND DISCLOSURES 
 
C.  Disclosures 

A school makes accurate disclosures as follows:  

3. Student Achievement Rates 

A school discloses, minimally, the graduation and graduate employment rates by program as last 
reported to the Commission. The disclosure of each program’s graduation and graduate 
employment rate is accurate, not intended to mislead, and includes the program population base 
and time frame upon which each rate is based. 

 
 

Revision to the Standards of Accreditation 
From the October 25, 2012 Accreditation Alert 

Faculty Grandfathering Provisions 
 
On October 25, 2012 the Commission issued an Accreditation Alert indicating that effective at that time 
and culminating on July 1, 2014 the faculty grandfathering provisions would be phased out and removed 
from the Standards of Accreditation. Therefore, effective immediately, the previous faculty 
grandfathering provisions have been removed from the Standards of Accreditation. As indicated in the 
October 25, 2012 Accreditation Alert, the following are the Commission’s expectations with regard to 
current faculty: 

1. Faculty employed under the previous grandfather provision for practical work experience whose 
qualifications in the past have been deemed sufficient will continue to be deemed as having sufficient 
qualifications because the Commission, for the sole purpose of phasing-out the grandfathering 
provision, will consider the teaching experience as equivalent to one year of practical work 
experience. Institutions should, however, include in the faculty member’s personnel file a copy of the 
October 25, 2012 and July 1, 2014 Accreditation Alerts and a memorandum expressing any additional 
related practical work experience garnered since the date of initial hire. 
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2. Faculty teaching academic general education courses will need to have a master’s degree and 
adequate preparation in the subject area taught as is currently required. In the October 25, 2012 
Accreditation Alert, faculty were given until July 1, 2014 to secure the requisite degree. The 
Commission believes that this timeframe provided sufficient opportunity for schools to make the 
necessary arrangements to ensure that academic general education faculty meet the Commission’s 
current requirements. 

 
 

Revision to the Standards of Accreditation 
Instructions for Arbitration 

 
On March 1, 2013, a revision to Section 4.06 of the Accreditation Alliance of Career Schools and 
Colleges (“AACSC”) Bylaws went into effect that requires members to participate in final, binding 
arbitration in settling any claims or controversies arising from the accreditation process. The Bylaw 
revision reflects the U.S. Department of Education’s regulation (34 CFR §600.4(c)) which provides that 
the U.S. Secretary of Education does not recognize the accreditation of an institution unless it agrees to 
submit to arbitration any dispute involving the final denial, withdrawal, or termination of accreditation.  
 
The Commission has now established concordant Instructions for Arbitration which the Commission 
believes are fair and efficient. The Instructions for Arbitration establish a record review (not a “de novo” 
review) of the matter utilizing an independent arbiter to determine whether the decision made by the 
independent Appeals Panel was fairly considered and made in accordance with the Commission’s 
established rules. The Instructions for Arbitration also establish that any other claims arising out of the 
accreditation process or the Commission’s relationship with a member institution are also subject to 
arbitration and the rules established by the American Arbitration Association (AAA).  
 
Although the Commission will share the cost of the independent arbiter, the school is responsible for the 
arbitration administrative fee and if the school does not prevail in arbitration, in accordance with Section 
2.09 of the AACSC Bylaws, the school will also be responsible for the Commission’s costs associated 
with the claim. 
 
Although the February 14, 2014 Call for Comment indicated that the rules for arbitration would be added 
to the Rules of Process and Procedure, the Commission has determined that it is more appropriate to 
incorporate the requirements in a set of instructions, similar to the instructions for preparing and 
submitting financial statements, because elements of the arbitration process fall outside of ACCSC’s 
purview. The Instructions for Arbitration are referenced in Appendix II, Substantive Standards, Standards 
of Accreditation and can be found in the application, forms, reports and instructions section of the 
ACCSC website. 
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